Strength-interval relation for ventricular functional refractoriness.
Successful initiation and termination of presumed reentrant ventricular tachycardia frequently depends on the ability to deliver closely coupled impulses to the region of the tachycardia origin. To evaluate systematically the relative influence of local latency and large-scale conduction delay in limiting the delivery of closely coupled impulses, the strength-interval relation of the effective refractory period (RP), and the local and remote functional RP in 35 patients at paced cycle length of 500 ms were measured. The pacing threshold was less than or equal to 0.25 mA in all patients. The drive-train (S1) and the extrastimulus (S2) were applied from the same site, the right ventricular (RV) apex, in 25 patients, and from separate sites (RV apex and RV outflow tract) in 10 patients. The effect of procainamide (plasma concentration 10.1 +/- 2.3 micrograms/ml) on the strength-interval relations in 10 patients was also assessed. Although effective RP decreased significantly with each successive increase in current strength (p less than 0.001), local functional RP decreased only up to current strength of 4 mA, and remote functional RP decreased only up to 2 mA. Procainamide shifted the effective RP and local and remote functional RP strength-interval curves uniformly to the right without altering their relation. These data indicate that large-scale conduction delay provides the principal limitation for using increasing current strengths of a single extrastimulus to initiate or terminate ventricular tachycardia.